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Brief Biographical Introduction to Sylvia Plath 
 
 Sylvia Plath was born on October 27, 1932 in Massachusetts to Austrian parents, mother 

Aurelia and father Otto. Her father was a professor of biology at Boston University and was 

“internally known [for his] authority on bees” (Hughes 2). She spent her adolescent years in 

Winthrop, a seaside town, before moving to Wellesley, a suburb of Boston, after her father’s 

death. Sylvia was one of two children; her brother Warren was born in 1935. When Sylvia was 

eight years old, her father died from complications with diabetes. She started writing at a young 

age, with her first poem, entitled “Poem,” published in the Boston Sunday Herald in 1941. She 

began keeping a journal at age eleven and continued until her death. 

 After graduating from Bradford Senior High School, Sylvia was awarded the Olive 

Higgins Prouty Scholarship at Smith College, where she attended from 1950 to 1955. During her 

time at Smith, Plath was an active member of the student body and an aspiring writer. She was 

published in Harper’s Magazine and Seventeen Magazine as an undergraduate. In 1953, Sylvia 

was named one of twenty guest editors for Mademoiselle Magazine. In the same year, Sylvia 

attempted to take her own life, for the first time, by overdosing on sleeping pills. As a result, she 

spent the following six months recovering at McLean Hospital, a psychiatric facility in Belmont, 

Massachusetts. In the summer of 1954, Sylvia received a full scholarship to Harvard where she 

studied German before returning to Smith in the fall for her final year of college. 
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 Sylvia Plath graduated summa cum laude from Smith in 1955, and was granted a 

Fulbright Fellowship, prompting her move to Cambridge in England. Not long after, in 1956, she 

met fellow poet, Ted Hughes. The two were married in June of 1956. They returned to 

Massachusetts in 1957, where Sylvia taught English and Literature at her alma mater. After a 

year of teaching, Plath found it difficult to balance teaching and continuing her own writing. As a 

result, she and Ted moved to Boston where Sylvia began working as a receptionist in the 

psychiatric unit of Massachusetts General Hospital. During this time, she frequented seminars of 

poet Robert Lowell and soon after began studying with him and fellow poet, Anne Sexton. In 

1959, Sylvia and Ted returned to England where her first collection of poems, Colossus, was 

published in 1960. She gave birth to daughter Frieda in 1960 and son Nicholas in 1962. Later 

that year, after learning of his affair, Sylvia insisted that she and Ted separate. 

In 1962, after their separation, Sylvia moved with her children to a flat in London, which 

previously belonged to Irish poet William Butler Yeats. It was during this winter that Sylvia 

experienced a deep depression and composed most of the poems included in her collection Ariel, 

although it was not published until after her death in 1965. In 1963, she published semi-

autobiographical novel, The Bell Jar, and on February 11, 1963, Sylvia Plath committed suicide 

at age thirty. Despite only having Colossus and The Bell Jar published during her lifetime, 

Sylvia Plath is known as one of the most well-known female poets of the twentieth century. Her 

former partner Ted Hughes is responsible for posthumously publishing four volumes of her 

work, including Ariel and The Collected Poems, which received the 1982 Pulitzer Prize. Sylvia 

Plath was the first poet to posthumously win a Pulitzer Prize. [See Appendix A for timeline] 

**Note: throughout this paper, I refer to different appendixes that are at the end of this paper. Please 

remove these sheets from the packet, before the Works Cited section, in order to visualize what is being 

described. 

  

Background 
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 This research project is inspired by and adapted from a case study of Agatha Christie’s 

mystery novels completed by Ian Lancashire and Graeme Hirst at the University of Toronto. 

Their study used a computerized software to measure vocabulary changes in a selection of 

Agatha Christie novels that she wrote between age 34 and 82. This investigation was run with 

software tools Concordance and the Text Analysis Computing Tools (TACT), two programs that 

are comparable to the program I used to analyze Sylvia Plath’s poetry, Voyant. Like Voyant, 

these programs were utilized for their capabilities to hone in on vocabulary size and richness. In 

doing so, the program “counted the number of different words used” in addition to “the number 

of different maximal phrase-types that were repeated”. The later was “defined by word-length 

and frequency,” frequency therefore correlating to the amount of times a word appears in text. 

The study also “counted the number of occurrences of the vague, indefinite words “thing”, 

“anything”, and “something” (Lancashire, Hirst 3). The concentration on indefinite words is 

elemental to the conclusions Lancashire and Hirst were able to draw, as they discovered a 

connection between an evident decline in the richness of Christie’s vocabulary and her 

undiagnosed but likely suffering from Alzheimer’s or dementia. 

Furthermore, through the use of these data-driven tools, this case study was able to prove 

that “the richness of the vocabulary of Christie’s novels declines with her age at composition”: 

“the number of different repeating phrase-types in the first 50,000 words in Christie’s novels 

increases with age” while her “use of vague, indefinite “thing” words increases significantly with 

age”. All in all, this case study utilized “automated textual analysis” in order to diagnose 

tendencies of Alzheimer’s disease and “similar dementias” in Christie’s work (Lancashire, Hirst 

4). Although I have not set out to diagnose a particular decline in Sylvia Plath’s work or mental 

state through an analysis of her poetry, I have applied a similar data-driven tool to assess the 

same elements of her poetry; word count, frequency, etc. 
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I, like many other literary scholars, have been and am continuously captivated by the 

work of Sylvia Plath. Upon researching the conversation surrounding Plath and her poetry, it is 

evident how dependent readings of her work are on biographical events, namely her struggle 

with depression and her eventual suicide. It seems as if most analyses of her literature are 

saturated by the mention of these tragic events and therefore, do not fully accredit the literary 

genius in Sylvia Plath’s craft and technique. When I began searching for scholarly texts that 

claimed to read of Plath’s poetry through a focus on these very devices: diction, form, imagery, 

metaphor, meter, I noticed how soon they moved from praise of technique to comment on 

biography.  

In journal “On the Road to “Ariel”: The “Transitional” Poetry of Sylvia Plath” by 

Marjorie G. Perloff explains “in the face of such publicity, the poems [of Plath] become almost 

an irrelevancy in the search for the real Sylvia Plath (Perloff 94). Despite making this claim, 

Perloff later introduces a passage of Plath’s poem, “Parliament Hill Fields,” published in 1961. 

She begins by describing the poem as “transitional,” before noting an instance of Sylvia Plath’s 

biography: explaining the poem “first appeared in the London Magazine in August 1961 and has 

as its subject the miscarriage Sylvia Plath suffered less than a year after her first child Frieda was 

born” (Perloff 96). Perloff then continues by assigning meaning to the theme of pregnancy in 

Plath’s poetry, “In Plath’s poetry, pregnancy is usually regarded as a temporary suspension of 

anxiety, for carrying a child gives the poet a sense of being, of having weight, of inhabiting her 

own body” (Perloff 96-97). Although Marjorie Perloff attempts to unpack the meaning of the 

poem, she continues and concludes her analysis of “Parliament Hill Fields” by noting themes and 

conventions, only mentioning form and sound in a brief paragraph at the end of the section. She 

does in fact go further into literary techniques in other areas of the journal, but not without 
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offering biographical information to supplement the poem in its elemental form, with words and 

line break. 

I do, however, understand that readings, like Perloff’s, need not resist carrying out this 

type of an analysis. I also acknowledge that by their nature, as works of poetry, these pieces by 

Plath are often received as a form of the poet’s self-expression. This is especially the case as the 

reading public is knowledgeable about the highly publicized outcome of her life. I have noticed 

these very tendencies in my own reading of Plath, outside this project, as her lines are oftentimes 

flooded with imagery of and reference to death and birth, betrayal, and even triumph.  

Within my own admission of reading Plath through a biographical lens is the motivation 

for my investigation and the catalyst of its main research questions: if it is possible to produce an 

unbiased reading of Sylvia Plath’s poetry, one that is not influenced by what we already know 

biographically, what would this tell us about her collection of poems? What patterns would be 

illuminated through a tracking of frequency, that is what is brought to the reader’s attention time 

and time again? Would these frequent patterns and connections between poems be evident in 

diction, in sentence length, or through another analytical factor? Which themes would continue 

to present themselves within a timespan of eleven years? How would one conduct this type of a 

reading and what would the process look like? Is there a possibility that even with a systemized 

approach, that of none of these patterns would be present? If the answer is yes, then the readings 

that I have introduced as being obsessed with the nature of Sylvia Plath’s biography should be 

questioned further. If these patterns are in fact present and frequently occur, work will need to be 

done in the process of linking derived data to what Plath provides us with herself in order to 

further understand her poetic choices and to decipher if deeper meanings exist.   

Method & Process 
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In an attempt to offer a new reading of Plath’s poetry, I will be using data-driven, 

computerized software Voyant to examine her collection of poetry as contained in The Collected 

Poems. I will provide an in-depth explanation of Voyant and its uses in this research project at a 

later moment, but presently, I intend on detailing the basics of this investigation and the steps 

taken at the onset, before I began inputting data and making inferences.  

The Collected Poems has proven to be an fitting foundational text for this research 

project. Ted Hughes, Sylvia Plath’s former spouse, as editor of the volume reveals its purpose: 

“to bring Sylvia Plath’s poetry together in one volume, including the various uncollected and 

unpublished pieces, and to set everything in as true a chronological order as possible, so that the 

whole progress and achievement of this unusual poet will become accessible to readers” (Hughes 

13). The collection contains Sylvia Plath’s poetry published from 1956 to 1963, with a selection 

of fifty poems entitled “Juvenilia,” including work produced between 1952 and 1956. All in all, 

this collection spans between 1952 and 1963, including nearly all of Plath’s poetry. The 

Collected Poems is the most useful text for this project for a number of reasons, but primarily for 

its emphasis on the importance of chronology and accuracy. As I will reiterate during a 

deconstruction of the collection and its makeup, Hughes worked closely with Plath during the 

time many of the poems included were published. He had access to her manuscripts and 

typescripts, and details in this volume how he arrived at the dates assigned to each poem. 

Although Hughes resolves that it is not in absolute perfect chronological order, he suggests that 

the collection is as in-tact as possible. In fact, its chronological order is more than suitable for the 

purpose of this project, as I am primarily concerned with date in terms of year of composition. In 

some instances, the year of a poem’s composition is substituted for year of publication, which is 

acknowledged and acceptable for this project. Since I am interested in probing Sylvia Plath’s 

poetry in an attempt to track her development as a writer along with the progression of her poetic 
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craft, I am paying close attention to the patterns that perpetuate throughout. With this being said, 

I do not believe that a difference in a month or a similarly short amount of time will discredit the 

work I am doing.  

With this in mind, I have rooted this research project in one primary source, The 

Collected Poems. The choice to include this works as the foundation of this investigation is 

appropriate when considering the nature of its intent: to identify and decipher frequency—

patterns of literary technique in Sylvia Plath’s poetry—and then to assign meaning to these 

findings in accordance to what the poet herself provides a reader with. Therefore, any other 

source that takes up the work of detailing Plath’s literature is too far removed from the unitary 

account that The Collected Poems Plath provides, as it is essentially transcribed records of 

Sylvia Plath’s poems as she wrote them during her life. Even in its edited edition, this volumes is 

predominantly Plath’s own words with sparse commentary from Hughes, and even in said cases, 

his words exist in an attempt to clarify the translation from what is being read in relation to what 

Sylvia Plath left behind at the time of her death. Ultimately, this sources is as removed from bias 

or commentary on her life’s events as possible, which is the main purpose of this project. 

To expand on the first text, The Collected Poems, it is a rather substantial body of work 

comprised of 274 poems in total, spanning across eleven years. The comprehensive nature of this 

collection is essential to its purpose in this project—as an almost encyclopedic source with the 

majority of Sylvia Plath’s poems in one place, in order and with correct form, diction, etc. Given 

the size of the collection and the time allotted to complete this research project, an in-depth 

analysis of each and every poem is not possible. However, if I had an extended period of time, I 

would by all means run the same procedures on each piece of Plath’s poetry as contained in The 

Collected Poems. With knowledge of said time constraints, I began the procedural portion of this 

project by drafting a Word document list of every poem included in the index of the book. This 
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list was separated by year and numbered, with the numbered list continuing through each year, 

without restarting. After this list was compiled, I went back and counted how many poems were 

included in each yearly group and typed this number alongside the year. This list is as follows:  

 

• 1956- 44 poems 

• 1957- 10 poems 

• 1958- 25 poems 

• 1959- 29 poems 

• 1960- 11 poems 

• 1961- 21 poems 

• 1962- 56 poems 

• 1963- 11 poems 

• Juvenilia (1952-1956)- 50 poems

 

After completing this step, I noticed that the number of poems produced by Plath greatly varied 

from year to year. Up to this point, especially after realizing how time-consuming a seemingly 

simple task was (the yearly separation done above), I came to the conclusion that I would need a 

method of creating smaller subgroups of these poems on a year by year basis. I considered 

choosing two poems from each year, or other options of that nature, before resolving that this 

type of selection process wasn’t true to what each year encapsulated, in terms of Plath’s poetry. 

In Hughes’s introduction to The Collected Poems, he repeatedly notes the pacing of Sylvia’s 

writing: “her early poems [were written] very slowly, Thesaurus open on her knee” while the 

later poems were “written at top speed, as one might write an urgent letter” (Hughes 3, 188). 

When explaining the turnout of her poetry in a particular year, he explains “from this year there 

was not much poetry, but it was a decisive time,” insinuating that the amount of poems Sylvia 

Plath wrote on yearly is in fact reliant on underlying factors (Hughes 188). There is a reason that 

some subgroups hold fifty-five poems while others have only eleven—each year is a testament to 

her life that year, whether it be why she was writing, what she was writing about, the amount of 

time she was able to devote to writing, etc.  

Once this became evident, I knew I had to begin the selection process with a more 

systemized approach. I resolved to take the average number of poems written in each year, as 

laid out above, and to base my investigation on 10% of that yearly total. I rounded up any 
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average of .5 or more in order to allow myself enough material to work with, while staying true 

to the integrity of each year, as previously noted. The number of poems selected each year was 

as follows: 

• 1956- 4 poems 

• 1957- 1 poem 

• 1958- 3 poems 

• 1959- 3 poems 

• 1960- 1 poem 

• 1961- 2 poems 

• 1962- 6 poems 

• 1963- 1 poem 

• Juvenilia (1952-1956)- 5 poems 

[See Appendix B for computations & 

selected poems]

 

I anticipated that analyzing 10% of the poems produced each year would provide me with the 

best representation, in both mass and technical patterns.  

During the in-class workshop session, I received feedback regarding the way my own 

bias would affect the selection of poems to be examined. As an individual who is especially 

familiar with Sylvia Plath’s poetry, I have an understanding of which poems are most well-

known and which poems lend themselves to a certain voice or mood or could evoke the 

inclination of being about a certain biographical event. In order to remove any potential of bias, 

as I have been attempting to do throughout this research project, I found a site, 

RandomResult.com/pick, that was capable of selecting a specific number of items from an input 

master list. This randomization engine was extremely straight forward and required two pieces of 

input data: a list with each item separated, on its own line and a number of items to be selected 

from the list provided. In order to have the engine select poems, I copied each smaller, yearly 

subgroup of poems from my master list in Word and pasted it into the field. I then entered the 

number of poems to be selected as determined above through the 10% calculation. After 

completing these steps, I clicked “draw now” and the generated list appeared. I copied the 

generated list and pasted it into a new Word document entitled “Selected Poems,” keeping the 

lists separated by year. By the end of this process, I had a new master list of twenty-six poems 

that would represent the greater body of work of 274 poems. 
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Other sites that I tested out before RandomResult.com were problematic as they chose the 

poem title one by one, rather than all at once, requiring a user to refresh the page in between 

selections. After refreshing the page and prompting a new selection, the engine generated 

another title which in some cases could be a repeated one that was already selected.   

Once I had compiled the list of poems I would be inputting into Voyant, I knew I would 

need a master copy of each poem. I searched online for multiple of the selected titles and realized 

that oftentimes, multiple versions of the same text existed. Areas of conspicuity presented 

themselves in Plath’s poems through inconsistent word usage or punctuation. These differences 

were evident as I compared online records to a physical copy of The Collected Poems. In some 

cases, with less popular Plath poems, there was no record online. In the end, I transcribed the 

generator selected poems, word by word, from The Collected Poems into separate Word 

documents. Accuracy, especially in word usage and punctuation, is integral to the validity of this 

research project as Voyant measures elements of a document like words included per sentence 

and most frequent words. With improper punctuation, sentences would be measured in the 

program as shorter or longer than they actually are. With improper word usage, frequently used 

words would be inaccurate. I will further explain these capabilities of Voyant and how it was 

used for this project at a later time.  

Each selected poem was transcribed into an identically formatted Word document: Times 

New Roman, font size 12, bolded title with a single space before the body of the poem. The 

poem itself was copied in exact form and alignment as it appears in The Collected Poems. After 

repeating this step for each poem in a given year, I created a single document that hosted every 

poem selected for a given year, with the same formatting and a single space in between different 

poems. These transcribed poems were saved into a folder on my desktop for “Selected Poems 

Documents”. Within this folder there were separate folders, one for each year, 1956-1962 and 
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Juvenilia. I named each file with the title of the poem. I made sure that each poem was 

transcribed into a word document of identical format. As these documents were the basis upon 

which the computerized tool Voyant extracted data, I found uniformity to be extremely 

important. The software is only operating with the information that is input, therefore it needs to 

be accurate and precise in line break, word usage, and punctuation.  

Voyant-Tools.org: See Through Your Text  

With the intention of carrying out an investigation similar to that of “Vocabulary changes 

in Agatha Christie’s mysteries,” I understood that tracking word usage would be a crucial, telling 

element of Sylvia Plath’s poetry. As Lancashire and Hirst’s case study utilized data-driven 

programs Concordance and (TACT), I decided to use Voyant Tools, a computer application 

hosted online, for my analysis. As for this run-through of Voyant Tools, I hope to provide 

straightforward definitions of its capabilities and tools to make its uses as transparent as possible. 

First and foremost, Voyant Tools “is an open-source, web-based application for performing text 

analysis. It supports scholarly reading and interpretation of texts or corpus, particularly by 

scholars in the digital humanities, but also by students and the general public. It can be used to 

analyze online texts or ones uploaded by users” (Wikipedia).  

By using Voyant to assess Sylvia Plath’s poetry for this research project, I was able to 

analyze her work from a more methodological, unbiased approach. As mentioned earlier, much 

of the scholarly conversation surrounding Sylvia Plath has a tendency to mention biographical 

details of her life. As a result, these analyses often express such fixations and have a need to 

confirm or dispel them, rather than making detailed observations of craft. Being the analysis of 

my research project is accomplished through a computerized program, Voyant, it does not 

operate with a desire to diagnose Sylvia Plath through the poetry she has left behind. The 

program does not have the ability to form bias; it examines a text as it is input by a user. 
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Likewise, it does not make claims connecting particular word choices or themes to biography. To 

reiterate, this is why the exact word usage and punctuation of Sylvia Plath’s work is necessary. 

Instead, Voyant provides an understanding of the patterns in Plath’s poems—the elements of her 

work that exist with a type of frequency. With Voyant’s tools, I was able to draw out these very 

patterns and tendencies, while making observations about Plath’s poetry through smaller subsets 

of her work that have been designed to stand in for her collection as a whole.  

In this next section, I will provide definitions for the basic Voyant tools that were used in 

this project, along with their impact on my analysis of Sylvia Plath’s poems: [See Appendix C 

for screengrab of features detailed below] 

Basic Voyant Functions:  

Corpus- refers to a collection of texts or a single text that can be used to infer and validate 

linguistic rules. A corpus can consist of themed texts and are generally used for statistical 

linguistic analysis and hypothetical testing (Waldron, KDnuggets).  

 

Total Words- the total amount of words included in the corpus. Every occurrence of every word, 

including multiple occurrences of “the” and similar filler words. This tool was mostly helpful in 

understanding the average length of Plath’s poems in a given year.  

 

Unique Word Forms- tool to help understand the general characteristics of the vocabulary in a 

given selection. A work with more complex vocabulary will have more unique words, while a 

work with simpler vocabulary will have fewer unique words. Multiple occurrences of “the” and 

other filler words are only counted once (Crane, Voyant-Tools.org).  

 

Vocabulary Density- the ratio of the number of words in the document to the number of unique 

words in the document. A text with a small vocabulary density ratio will have a more complex 

vocabulary; as the number increases; the text becomes easier to understand (Crane). This tool, 

along with the unique word forms tool, was helpful in determining the richness of vocabulary in 

a given text.  

 

Average Words Per Sentence- the average number of words included per sentence, as determined 

with punctuation/end stops. This is helpful in understanding the choppiness or stream-of-

consciousness quality in Plath’s poetry, with consideration that it is an average. At times, the 

average words per sentence would be equivalent to the total words, meaning the poem was not 

end-stopped, or was concluded with an end stop. This tool is helpful in determining tone, form, 

voice, etc.  

 

Most Frequent Words- this tool groups the top five most used words by frequency of occurrence 

within a corpus. On Voyant, this grouping exists in the form of a ranked list. 
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Visual Tools: 
*Cirrus- word cloud displaying the frequency of words appearing in a corpus. Words occurring 

more frequently appear larger. The algorithm goes through the list and continues to attempt to 

draw words as close as possible to the center of the visualization, while including small words 

within spaces left by larger words that do not fit together as closely (Voyant-Tools.org/tools, ).  

This tool was useful in helping to decide which poems, on a year to year basis, would be most 

suited for an in-depth analysis. 

 

*Links- represent the collocation of terms in a corpus by depicting them in a network through the 

use of a force directed graph. In this graph, the frequency of the word is indicated by the relative 

size of the term (Voyant-Tools.org/tools). This tool was not entirely useful for making 

conclusions or observations. Instead, it helped to visualize which words were being used in 

unison with which other words. 

 

^**Tools that were used on occasion- were more or less helpful, depending on the most frequent words in 

the corpus feature.  

 

When arriving at Voyant-tools.org, the site opens to an empty field where a body of text 

or a URL can be pasted from another source. A user also has the option to upload a document 

from their computer or to open an existing Voyant analysis, a corpus. After inputting a corpus, a 

user would click on a button to “reveal” or “see through their text” (Voyant). Up to this point, I 

would select the upload option, search for the desktop folder entitled “Selected Poems 

Documents”. I would then select the folder corresponding to the year I was working on and the 

poem that was next in the sequence, as listed in the Word document of randomized selections, 

“Selected Poems”. After Voyant ran the poem through its program, I would record the results 

listed with the following tools: Total Words, Unique Word Forms, Vocabulary Density, Average 

Words per Sentence, and (5) Most Frequent Words in the Corpus, in a Excel sheet. [See 

Appendix D for Excel sheet] I formatted this sheet to collect the data previously mentioned and 

separated it by year. The final row for each year corresponded to the data collected by inputting 

the document of every poem for a given year into Voyant. This data proved to be the most 

helpful in comparing Plath’s poetry year by year. This is not to say that other connections could 

not be drawn on a poem to poem basis. After collecting the data from each poem individually, I 

would screenshot the two visual tools I found to be most helpful: links and cirrus. I created a new 
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folder on my desktop entitled “Voyant Procedure”. Within this folder was a folder corresponding 

to each year. The files for the cirrus graphic were labeled PoemTitle (with the actual title of the 

poem) and the files for the link graphic were labeled PoemTitle-1. [See Appendix C for graphic 

data screengrabs] I also completed this step of observing and then screenshotting the graphic 

tools for the document containing “All” of the poems for a given year. Once again, it was these 

graphics that were most helpful in visualizing Plath’s patterns. I repeated this process for each 

poem and each year, collecting data throughout.  

Voyant-Tools Data and Corresponding Insights: 

 For this next section, I summarizing the data extracted from Voyant in the sequence it is 

listed in the Excel sheet. I will do so by first analyzing what presents itself in each row, 

corresponding to each poem individually, and then for the “All” row, which represents the data 

derived from the document of each poem in a particular year. While initially reviewing the data 

and drawing insights, I enlarged each poem’s Cirrus and Links graphics on my desktop. This 

helped to confirm the observations I was making, while also assisting me to see what was 

beyond the data recorded in the Excel sheet, namely in terms of which words were centrally 

located within a poem. Locating these central words in the Links graphic aided me in 

understanding which words were most important to a particular poem, and which words were 

related to these central words and in what sequence. I quickly learned that interpreting this data 

without drawing connection to biographical events, besides the year of composition or 

publication, provided me with general, surface level understandings of what the poem was about 

contextually. With this being said, I was forced to focus on elements of literary technique and 

form to gain more insight into the workings and motivations behind each poem.  

 In some cases, the insights derived are not of great importance in terms of frequency or 

patterns. In other instances, these sorts of connections can suggest a larger theme or work 
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towards the revealing of a pattern. For instance, in 1956 Sylvia Plath wrote “The Glutton” and 

“Spinster”. A similar pattern presents itself when considering most frequently used words. In 

“The Glutton” Voyant extracted “bare,” “black,” “blood’s,” and “bone” as four of the five most 

frequently used words, hinting at a pattern of alliteration. When the poem is analyzed up-close it 

is evident that Plath does in fact use alliteration in the form of h sounds (1), b sounds (7, 14).  In 

“Spinster” Voyant defines “afflicted,” “air,” “April,” and “austere” as most frequently used 

words, once again highlighting the frequency of a words being used. In this poem, however, the 

connection between most frequent words with the same letter and the presence of alliteration is 

unproved. When considering the most frequent words in the 1956 poems, it is evident that Sylvia 

Plath injects her poetry with color, or lack thereof. “Black” and “green” are used three times 

throughout the four selected poems, and are not all included in one particular poem. The word 

“birds” is introduced twice in the poems of this year.  

 As for 1957, the only poem input into Voyant was “The Everlasting Monday”. Although 

the selection of one poem is relative to the number of poems published that year (10), the data is 

not significant enough to highlight patterns or frequency. Additionally, there is nothing to 

compare the numeric data of total words, unique word forms, average words per sentence, and 

vocabulary density to.  

 In the poems of 1958, colors are frequently mentioned, “white” appears four times in 

“Whiteness I Remember,” while “green” is included twice. In “Virgin in a Tree” the first 

instance of a Voyant suggested subject appears as “virgin” and “virgins” are used twice each. 

This poem also includes “lip” twice: “consecrating limb and lip” (27) and “given her lips that 

lemon-tasting droop” (42) amongst other sexual imagery “nipple-flowers” (23). Other sexual 

innuendos are introduced by similes with “like” another most frequently used word (3x): “her 

hard limbs like ivy” (12) and “to chastity’s service: like prophets, like preachers” (28). This is 
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also the first mention of a repeated theme in Plath’s poetry: “tree” is used three times in this 

poem, while treelike imagery floods the poem. This word is also included in the title. In “Virgin 

in a Tree,” frequency illuminates repetition and the presence of similar images. 1958’s most 

frequently used words are as follows: “white” (5x), “tree” (3x), “whiteness” (4x), “green” (3x), 

and horse (3x). Almost all of these words appear again in terms of in-poem frequency and exist 

within the collection itself as overarching themes. [x after a number refers to the amount of times 

a word appears in a given year/selection] 

 In 1959, “Electra on Azalea Path” presents itself as having the most substantial 

frequency. The following words are used three or more times and are not included in the title of 

the poem: “died” (4x), “day” (3x), “head” (3x), “like” (3x), and “mother” (3x). The poem opens 

with “the day you died I went into the dirt” (1), addressing an unnamed “you” figure. The 

inclusion of “my” before “mother” (32, 36, 40) amongst “my mother’s” (7, 10), allows one to 

assume that the “you” may in fact be addressed to Plath’s own mother, especially because the 

inclusion of “Azalea Path” (title, 21) is close to the poet’s own last name, “Plath”. The repetition 

of “like” appears again in this poem, as well as in the larger collection of 1959 poems, as it has in 

previous years, collectively. In this instance “like” is used again in the form of similes (4, 31, 

40). As for the entire selection of poems for 1959, “like” reappears (5x), water and died are each 

used four times, and the color “blue” (3x) is introduced, confirming the emphasis Sylvia Plath 

places on color in her poetry. In the combination of titles and most frequently used words, death 

is a persistent theme, mentioned through the usage of “died” (4x) and “suicide” in “Suicide off 

Egg Rock”. In terms of numerical data, the average words per sentence for 1959 is between 16.4-

16.6, making this grouping the most similar in terms of sentence length and words included 

before an end stop. With these Voyant derived inferences it is clear that the poetry of 1959, as 
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represented in this subset, is cohesive not only in frequent words, but also in the makeup of 

poetic line.  

 1960 consists of one poem, “Love Letter”. For the most part, the data for this year is 

similar to that of 1957, as it too includes just one poem selected as 10% of the eleven poems in 

total. Although this year only includes one poem, patterns from previous years reappear: “like” is 

included five times and “black” appears twice.  

 The poems of 1961 have a range of average words per sentence between 10.6-12.7, 

making them similar in terms of sentence length. In these poems, frequent words “like” (5x), 

“blue” (5x), and “tree” (2x) are once again present, making them consistent patterns in the work 

of Sylvia Plath up to this point. 1962 contains the most poems of all the subgroups, at six poems. 

For such a considerable amount of poems, the range is relatively stable in terms of average 

words per sentence, 9-12.3 with an outlier of 15.2 with “Eavesdropper”. The multitude of poems 

from this time period should be taken into consideration as most other years contain an average 

roughly three poems. Additionally, “like” appears once again as the frequent word, used eleven 

times in this selection, followed by the reintroducing of the theme of death with “dead” (5x). 

“Love” (5x), “eye” (5x), and “box” (4x) are newly introduced frequent words. After noting 

“eye,” other body imagery becomes clearer in the Voyant data for not only this year: “heels” 

(2x), “bone” (2x) “body” (2x), but also in previous years: “bone” (1x) in 1956, “lip” (2x) in 

1958, “head” (3x) in 1959, “arm” (2x) in 1960, and “face” (3x) in 1962. The color “blue” (2x) is 

also a present in the selection of 1962 poems, as it is in 1961. Other colors that were previously 

mentioned together “green” and “black” in 1956, “white” and “green” in 1958, and “black” in 

1960 have now been overtaken by a pervasive blueness.  

 Kindness, the single poem of eleven total in 1963 is similar to the singular poems of 1957 

and 1960. The only piece of telling data lies within the repetition of “kindness” (5x) in addition 
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to being the title of the poem. The final selection of poems, Juvenilia, dating between 1952 to 

1956 is the second largest group with five poems in total. These poems were written before the 

poems that have been analyzed, however, a number of the themes and repeated images exist in 

this selection as well. For instance, “black” is included in this group nine times and a new color, 

“orange” appears seven times. “Blue” (2x) is also present, amidst commonly used “like” (4). In 

this grouping, darkness appears through “black,” but is contrasted by the repetition of “sun” (4x), 

“light” (2x), “bright” (1x). This illuminated imagery does not occur in Plath’s later pieces, 

besides through “whiteness” and “white” in 1958 and “bright” in 1956, which can be interpreted 

differently depending on context.  

 Throughout the analysis of Voyant data, vocabulary density proved to be less helpful than 

I had imagined, as for the most part, the figures were within a relative range, 0.549- 0.973, with 

not one single poem under 0.5 or above 1.0. This makes sense being I was not examining the 

complexity of Sylvia Plath’s vocabulary as included in her poems. There was not a significant 

amount of conclusions to be drawn from total words as a piece of data its own, or in relation to 

average words per sentence, despite my assumptions that this could be a useful tool. This is the 

case in all poems besides “The Glutton” (1956), with seventy-three total words, and an average 

seventy-three words per sentence. This data indicates that “The Glutton” is a poem consisting of 

one long sentence, which it is.  

 In the end, the role of frequency as highlighted through Voyant was useful in highlighting 

patterns, specifically in terms of repeated themes, colors, and imagery. In some instances, 

frequent words, when paired with titles, were capable of assuming a poem’s subject.  

 When I first began this project, I anticipated connecting this Voyant data of Sylvia 

Plath’s poetry to The Unabridged Journals of Sylvia Plath. In doing so, I was hoping to draw 

these types of connections: “Bitter Strawberries” from the Juvenilia period of Sylvia Plath’s 
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poetry, (between 1952-1956) includes “rows” and “sad” as two of the five most frequent words. 

Each of these words are used twice in the course of a 204 word poem. In considering the title’s 

mention of “strawberries” it can be assumed that this poem is related to a period of Sylvia Plath’s 

life when she was working on a strawberry field. A journal entry from July 1950 begins “Ilo” 

asked me today in the strawberry field” (Kukil 8). This assumption is strengthened with mention 

of “Mary” in line 10, as a Mary also appears in Plath’s entry… and so on. Although this type of 

correlation is fascinating and in a way rewarding, it does not align with the purpose I have set for 

this research project. First, given the length of this journal, at 674 pages, it would be extremely 

time consuming to connect each individual poem to a journal entry or entries in order to set it 

into a moment in Sylvia Plath’s life. Beyond this aspect of coupling poem to journal, engaging in 

such a reading of Plath’s poems would create a reading that is once again, obsessed with 

establishing a connection to biographical details. In this way, bias is added to an otherwise 

unbiased investigation and analysis. After coming to this conclusion, I resolved that a more 

distinct, meaningful reading would come out of focusing solely on the Voyant data and a poem’s 

actual text in The Collected Poems. This type of probing should be focused on frequency and 

technique in order to track any evident progression or pattern. 
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Appendix A 

 

Timeline of Sylvia Plath’s Life 
   1932 

             Sylvia Plath is born, October 27, 1932 

 

   1935  

   

   1936 

 

Sylvia’s brother Warren is born, April 27, 1935 

Plath family moves to Winthrop, MA 

Sylvia’s first poem is published in the Boston Herald. She is eight-years-old. 

1940 

.. 

Otto Plath dies at age 55 on November 5, 1940 

1942 
Aurelia, Sylvia, and Warren move to Wellesley, MA 

1950 

Sylvia graduates from Bradford Senior High School 

           receives her first national publication in Christian Science Monitor 
           begins her undergraduate degree at Smith College 

1951 
Sylvia wins Mademoiselle’s fiction contest, August 1951 

1952 
           wins two Smith College poetry prizes 

           is chosen to be a guest editor in NY for Mademoiselle’s College Board Contest 

           publishes three poems in Harper’s magazine, Summer 1952 

1953 

Sylvia makes her first suicide attempt, August 24, 1953, age 21 

           spends six months recovering at McLean Hospital 

1955 
Sylvia graduates from Smith College, summa cum laude, June 1955 

           wins Fulbright Scholarship and travels to Cambridge 

 

Sylvia and Ted meet in Cambridge, February 25, 1956 

            marry in London, June 16, 1956 

 

Sylvia and Ted move to the United States. Sylvia teaches at Smith College in September 

    

Sylvia and Ted move to Boston. Sylvia works at Massachusetts General Hospital. Attends Robert Lowell’s seminars 

 

 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 
Sylvia and Ted return to England and live in Primrose Hill area of Regent’s Park, December, 1959 

1960 

Frieda, Sylvia’s daughter is born, April 1, 1960 

Sylvia publishes her first collection of poetry, The Colossus, October 1960 

1961 

Sylvia suffers miscarriage, February 1961 

 

Sylvia’s son Nicholas is born, January 1962 

Sylvia attempts suicide (supposedly) for the second time, June 1962 

           learns of Ted’s affair, July 1962 

           and Ted separate, September 1962 

Sylvia, Frieda and Nicholas move to Fitzroy Road, December 1962 

  

Sylvia publishes The Bell Jar, January 1963 

Sylvia Plath dies at age 30, February 11, 1963 

 

1962 

1963 
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Appendix B 

 

Computations & Selected Poems 
 

1956- 44 poems total, 10% à 4.4 ≈ 4 
1. Ode for Ted 

2. The Glutton 

3. Fiesta Melons 

4. Spinster 

 

1957- 10 poems total, 10% à 1 poem 

1. The Everlasting Monday 

 

1958- 25 poems total, 10% à 2.5 ≈ 3 poems 

1. Virgin in a Tree 

2. Whiteness I Remember 

3. The Times Are Tidy  

 

1959- 29 poems total, 10% à 2.9 ≈ 3 poems 

1. Suicide off Egg Rock 

2. Electra on Azalea Path 

3. Dark Wood, Dark Water 

 

1960- 11 poems total, 10% à 1 poem 

1. Love Letter 

 

1961- 21 poems total, 10% à 2.1 ≈ 2 poems 

1. Morning Song 

2. The Moon and the Yew Tree 

 

1962- 56 poems total, 10% à 5.6 ≈ 6 poems 

1. The Other 

2. The Arrival of the Bee Box 

3. Fever 103° 

4. Ariel 

5. Death & Co 

6. Eavesdropper 

 

1963- 11 poems total, 10% à 1.1 ≈ 1 poem 

1. Kindness 

 

Juvenilia- 50 poems total, 10% à 5 poems 

1. Bitter Strawberries 

2. To a Jilted Lover 

3. Sonnet to Satan 

4. Black Pine Tree in an Orange Light 

5. Morning in the Hospital Solarium 
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Appendix C 

 

Screengrab of Used Voyant Tools  
 

 

**Tools used are underlined/circled in green 

 

 

^Cirrus      ^Links  
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Appendix D 

 

Data Derived from Voyant 
 

 

 

*Most frequent words in some instances should be recalculated in accordance with title of the poem 
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